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TIMBER/FINISH OPTIONS

All timber products are available in 
all of the solid timbers and finishes 
listed on pages 3 and 4 of this document 
unless otherwise indicated in our media. 
The timber we use is from sustainable 
farms. The trees on the farms are pruned 
regularly to allow for consistent grain 
patterns and fewer knots, ensuring 
exceptionally strong planks of the 
highest quality.

Our oil finishes provide a renewable 
surface for enduring beauty. 

Our oxidised timber is sealed with a 
clear matte lacquer to maintain the 
colour whilst preserving the tactility 
of the surface.

Danish oiled
Black walnut

Danish oiled
Ash

White oiled
White oak

Black oiled
White oak

Danish oiled
White oak

Oxidised
White oak

Black oiled
Black walnut

Black oiled
Ash

White oiled
Ash

White oiled
Black walnut
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PAINT/STAIN OPTIONS

We offer ten standard colours that can 
be applied to our products in a variety 
of ways:

PAINTED ASH
European ash timber is wire brushed to 
create a textured surface before the 
application of the paint.

STAINED ASH
European ash timber is stained then 
sealed with a clear matte lacquer to 
maintain the colour whilst preserving 
the tactility of the surface.

PAINTED HDF
High density fibreboard is painted to 
create our satin matte finish, or painted 
then coated in clear lacquer to create 
our gloss finish.

PAINTED FIBREGLASS
Fibreglass is painted to create our 
satin matte finish, or painted then 
coated in clear lacquer to create our 
gloss finish. Black 

RAL 9005

Bone
NCS S1005-Y20R

Bordeaux 
NCS S6030-R10B

Forest
NCS S7020-G

White 
RAL 9016

Ochre
NCS S 4040-Y20R

Bay
NCS S 7010 B50G (approximately)

Lagoon
NCS 2010 G

Cove
NCS S 6010 G10Y (approximately)

Fjord

NCS S 3010 G20Y
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TIMBER FOR MANUEL AIRES MATEUS PRODUCTS

European Douglas Fir timber is available 
exclusively for products designed by 
Manuel Aires Mateus.

The timber we use is from sustainable 
farms. Douglas fir trees can grow to 
very large sizes which, when regularly 
pruned, results in impressively wide and 
long planks of timber with consistent 
grain patterns. Knots are naturally 
present in this timber, lending 
character to each plank.

Our white oil finish provides a renewable 
surface for enduring beauty. 

White oiled
European Douglas fir
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TIMBER FOR OUTDOOR FURNITURE

Our outdoor furniture is crafted from 
sustainable European white oak from 
Croatia. White oak from this region 
has a particularly high tannin content 
which naturally protects the wood from 
rot, making it particularly suitable for 
outdoor furniture. 

We finish the timber with a black oil 
finish which darkens the grain and 
deepens the tone of the wood. Wood 
furniture used outdoors will age and 
adopt a beautiful silver grey/dark grey 
patina over time. 

Our black oil finish provides a renewable 
surface for enduring beauty. 

Black oiled
European Oak


